SPORTS BETTING
FULLY MANAGED
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THE COMPLETE SPORTSBOOK

Metric Gaming’s Modulus platform is the industry’s first truly multi-channel, supplier agnostic, multi-tenant
platform built to navigate an increasingly fragmented and divergent regulatory landscape. The Modulus platform
harmoniously synthesizes best of breed content with innovative proprietary products and features designed
to amplify the recreational customer experience. Crafted to facilitate previously unseen degrees of product
configurability, the unrivalled flexibility and dynamism of the platform solves many present-day challenges.

Next Generation Risk
Management Tooling

Modular, Enterprise-level
Technology
London Based
Trading Team

Access to Best-of-breed
Content Providers
Proven Expertise
Product Breadth & Depth

Innovative
Market-leading
Proprietary Products

Consultative Support
from B2C Experts
Highly Configurable
Product Offering

Modular Enterprise
Level Technology

Developed by industry veterans with decades of expertise creating fast, secure
and future-safe gambling technology, the high throughput system is capable
of handling over 2,000 wagers per second and achieves an uptime KPI of at
least 99.8%.

Product Breadth
and Depth

Bringing market leading proprietary products, innovative features and ready access
to best-of-breed content providers together with next-gen risk management
capabilities, Metric offers the means to compete against the best.

Proven Expertise

With a wealth of demonstrable experience growing iGaming businesses and
providing consultative support to leading operators, Metric is uniquely placed to
accelerate growth plans for established operators and provide a reliable, superior
route to market.
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THE COMPLETE SPORTSBOOK

Founded by World Poker Tour champion Martin deKniff and run by former Executives of some of the most
established operators in the industry, Metric Gaming is a B2B company that knows how to think B2C.
Metric’s Complete Sportsbook offers established operators the opportunity to reduce Sportsbook costs while
retaining excellent service standards & a high degree of control, together with instant competitiveness and
consultative support for those that are new to sports betting.

Proprietary Products
In conjunction with working with the best-of-breed
content providers Metric has developed a suite of
modular, proprietary products built in-house. These
products, delivered through Metric’s state-of-the-art
Modulus Platform, are available as stand-alone services
providing cost effective access to customizable products
competitive with those of the most recognizable
industry brands.

• Immediate route to market

• Market leading in-play offering

• Automated, proven
pricing model
• Round-the-clock UK, US &
International coverage

RACING
SERVICE

GOLF
SERVICE

• Innovative product
features & markets

SUPERLIVE

TM

• Full weekly coverage of
PGA & European Tours
• Pioneers of Hole-by-Hole markets
• Proven predictive pricing model

• Casino Style Experience

• Single integration point for all
data sources

• Continuous Betting
Opportunities

• Fully automated ‘Create-A-Bet’
product

• Round-The-Clock Event
coverage

SOCCER
SERVICE

• Multi-Sport coverage
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• Round-the-clock in-play coverage
• Comprehensive Outright &
derivative products

THE COMPLETE SPORTSBOOK

Metric’s Modulus platform is built to solve the present-day challenges posed by an increasingly fragmented
international regulatory landscape working counter-trend to operators’ global consolidation, the Modulus platform
is refreshingly unencumbered by the limitations of using 20th century tools to solve 21st century problems.

The Modulus platform is feed agnostic allowing operators
to cherry pick and seamlessly coalesce content from
the most strategically and/or commercially appropriate
suppliers into a single, coherent and consistent customer
experience, it crucially allows operators to leverage the
innovative features built into the Modulus platform,
regardless of supplier.

The dynamism of the Modulus Platform extends to deliver
previously unheard of levels of configurability, managed
through automated templated logic, for operators across
material product levers such as time based differential
margins, content offering, cash-out margins, limits, bet
delays, odds ladders and place terms.

Unlike our competitors, Metric store bets in their
simplest form and our superior technology enables us to
build modern risk tools allowing our specialist Trading
& Analytics teams, handpicked from Tier 1 operators,
to employ cutting-edge pricing, liability and customer
management techniques to deliver a quality of service
usually the preserve of only the most established brands.

Product differentiation by:
•

Jurisdiction; enter regulated product
jurisdictions, such as Italy or Australia,
without impacting existing or future
opportunities

•

Taxation; enter divergent jurisdictions
such as Germany or the UK on a single
technology stack

•

Channel; bona fide product optimization
across Mobile, Desktop & Retail to
effectively monetize customer cohorts
across channels

•

Brand; offer distinct products in the same
territory without end users detecting a
common source
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Contact us for further details: commercial@metricgaming.com

www.metricgaming.com

